Video Quiz

Video Title: Underground Haulage Hazards
Length: 12 min
Vendor: MSHA VC875
Synopsis:

1) Which of the following hazards are mentioned in the video:

   a) Guy killed due to failure to chock wheels.
   b) Guy falling down a raise.
   c) Guy being run over by haulage vehicle.
   d) Guys on train running heads into an overhead object.
   e) Guy getting pinched between two vehicles.
   f) Guy on teletram getting hit by falling rock
   g) Guy bolting and causing fatal cavein.
   h) Guy falling out of front end loader.
   i) Guy being run over by front end loader.
   j) Guy running front end loader into wall.
   k) Guy operating defective front end loader with the bucket elevated.
   l) Untrained guy operating defective equipment.
   m) Guy operating defective train
   n) Guy hurt when greasing a grader.

   a,c,d,e,h,i,j,k,l,n